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The University of Dayton Art Series to host Pulitzer Prize Winner Arthur Schlesinger
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The University of Dayton Art Series will host Pulitzer Prize Winner, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., on February 9, 1966 at 12:30 p.m., in the U.D. Fieldhouse.

Mr. Schlesinger, who in 1961 went to Washington as a Special Assistant to President John F. Kennedy, will lecture on "The World We Want - and How to Get it," a knowledgeable discussion on today's problems and their possible solutions.

In 1946, at the age of 28, he was the youngest historian ever to win the Pulitzer Prize when he received it for "The Age of Jackson." He is established as one of America's leading historians.

Mr. Schlesinger was born in Columbus, Ohio. He graduated summa cum laude from Harvard in 1938 and the following year his honors essay was published under the title of "Orestes A. Brownson: A Pilgrim's Progress." It received high praise from the critics and was a selection of the Catholic Book Club.

During the war he served in the Office of War Information in Washington and in the Office of Strategic Services in London, Paris and Germany.

In 1947 he returned to Harvard as a professor of history. He has contributed articles to Life, Fortune, Atlantic Monthly, Harper's, Saturday Evening Post, and other periodicals.
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